Ceramic Pro in the automotive industry

Originally designed for the automotive industry, the Ceramic Pro products are revolutionizing the car care industry. While others offer waxes or sealants to protect car surfaces that eventually will wear off, Ceramic Pro offers a permanent protection for paint, alloy wheels, rubber, glass and leather and is applicable to all surfaces in the car industry.

Today, Ceramic Pro is trusted by detailing and car care professionals around the world. Ceramic Pro are trusted by ecurie25 in Australia to protect their $8+ million dollar exotic Supercar Collection. Ceramic Pro is also the official Paint Protection for Carlsson Cars, tuners for Mercedes-Benz.

In order to achieve best results, only trained professionals apply our coatings.

www.ceramicpro.com
Ceramic Pro and its manufacturer Nanoshine Ltd are changing the dynamics of the coating industry. The company has for years worked on industrial multifunctional protective coatings for all surfaces and strives to continuously improve its products.

In 2010 Nanoshine Ltd introduced Ceramic Pro - a series of products for the automotive, air and marine markets suited for surfaces such as paint, glass, alloy, fabric, leather, plastic and rubber.

What makes Ceramic Pro different is the cutting edge technology based on ceramic molecular compounds (nanoceramics).

The formula is world patented and it has taken ten years of research and testing to bring the product to where it is today. All formulas include SiO2.

All Ceramic Pro products have been tested by SGS, the world’s leading inspection, verification and certification entity. Ceramic Pro achieved the highest possible result in each test; no other automobile paint protection product to date has been officially tested. All products within the Ceramic Pro range have been tested and certified as non-toxic.

what is unique about ceramic pro

- Permanent protection
- Super hydrophobic
- Super high gloss
- Chemical resistant
- Oxidation and corrosion resistant
- Temperature resistant
- Anti-Graffiti
- UV protection
- Hardness above 9H

Based on nanotechnology

The term nanotechnology means working with particles sized from 1 to 100 nanometers; engineering and manufacturing materials on the atomic or molecular level. By building a substance this way from the atom up, specific characteristics such as hardness, lightness, smoothness and heat resistance can be greatly enhanced.

the ceramic pro product range

Ceramic Pro 9H
Ceramic Pro 9H is a permanent nanoceramic protective paint coating. Its transparent 3D matrix structure protects the paint or surface from scratches, graffiti, dirt, aging, premature oxidation, weathering, road salt, rock chips, bugs, bird droppings and even acid rain. It offers excellent scratch, thermal (3800°F), UV, oxidation, corrosion and chemical resistance. A surface that has been sealed with Ceramic Pro 9H stays clean for a longer period of time due to its smoothness and hydrophobic qualities. Ceramic Pro 9H is permanent and can only be removed using machine polish. The unique formulation of 9H has enabled it to be multi-layered which means the thickness of the coating can be increased with additional layers allowing a thicker/harder film that will increase its scratch resistance.

Ceramic Pro Light
The super hydrophobic and anti-graffiti effects of Ceramic Pro Light mean the coated surface will stay cleaner for longer as dirt and grime will not stick to it. Ceramic Pro Light is highly durable and leaves a high gloss surface once applied.

Nano-Polish
Nano-Polish prepares the surface prior to applying Ceramic Pro paint coatings. Ceramic Pro Nano-Polish will refine and clean the paintwork to ensure Ceramic Pro paint coatings can gain maximum adhesion, whilst removing any minor imperfections. It is a water-based solution with no wax, silicone or abrasive particles leaving a high glass mirror effect.

Ceramic Pro - Rain, Leather, Textile, Plastic and Rubber
The Ceramic Pro product range suitable for surfaces such as glass, textile, leather, rubber and plastic are all super hydrophobic. Liquids bead up and can easily be wiped off. Ceramic Pro Plastic and Rubber are suitable for both interior and exterior.

Ceramic Pro Strong
Ceramic Pro Strong is the product used in more rough environments. It is utilized as one component coating and should be applied in one layer. Once sprayed on a surface it is comparable to 40 coats of 9H. Strong is used on boat hulls, pipes, facades, rims, oil-rigs and many other industrial surfaces and materials. It protects the surface from any harsh chemicals, dirt, UV and grime leaving surfaces with less friction. The product is resistant to graffiti, solvents, acids, bases, and chemicals.
We at Ceramic Pro know that you will be extremely satisfied with our product. We stand behind our product and offer a solid warranty. Our extensive warranty covers against damage to the clear coat due to environmental occurrences.

Ceramic Pro has approximately 2500 installers world-wide and is growing rapidly. For years, the company has been creating industrial, multi-functional, protective coatings for all surfaces and strives to continuously improve their products. All Ceramic Pro products have been tested by SGS, the world’s leading inspection, verification and certification entity. Ceramic Pro achieved the highest possible result in each test. No other automobile paint protection product to date has been officially tested:

- Corrosion test (ASTM B117) Result: Not effected
- Scratch test (JIS 5400) Result: Above 9H
- Flexibility test (ASTM D522) Result: 0 mm coating loss at 180° rotation
- Impact test (ASTM D2794) Result: 80/80 inch-lbs
- Acid and Alkali (JIS K5400 (1990)) Result: No visible damage
- Heavy Metal test Result: None
- Toxicity Test (SVHC) Result: No toxic substances

contact@ceramicpro.com  
www.ceramicpro.com
the new face of coating technologies

Ceramic Pro is a multi-layerable, clear, liquid nano-ceramic coating. When cured, this technology will transform itself on the surface to a permanent, ridged, flexible glass shield. Ceramic Pro can be described as an additional clear coat, with 3 times the hardness and self-cleaning properties.

why ceramic pro on my exotic

Good investment
The coating will protect the vehicle’s exterior and interior from deteriorating for a lifetime. The resale market value will therefore be substantially higher!

Looking new all the time
Once the coating is applied you will see a mirror effect, glossiness and color depth, incomparable to anything else! With proper maintenance your car’s finish will shine for many years to come.

Less maintenance
The slickness of the coated surface doesn’t allow dirt, break dust and tar to stick to your car’s paint, wheels or glass. This makes washing your vehicle less labor intensive and less frequent. Waxing is now obsolete.

how is this possible?

Preservation of original factory paint
Ceramic Pro once cured, is measured to have hardness above 9H. Normal clear coat has hardness between 2H and 4H. The glass shield prevents minor scratches to your clearcoat and acts as a sacrificial layer. Any surface scratches that happen in the coating are easily removed with light polishing which will not weaken the integrity of the original clear coat.

With Ceramic Pro your paint won’t fade or age due to the UV protection in the glass coating.

Glossy, slick and self-cleaning
This nano technology allows the Ceramic nanoparticles to fill the smallest pores in the paint which makes the Ceramic Pro glass shield shiny, smooth and extremely slick or hydrophobic.

Ceramic Pro dramatically lowers the surface tension preventing environmental pests such as: bird droppings, bugs, dirt, tar and graffiti paint from bonding to the surface.

Water easily removes dirt from the surface by encapsulating it while rolling off the surface. This is called the self-cleaning effect.

Permanent protection
Ceramic Pro 9H is a one-time application if maintained correctly. Once the Ceramic Pro glass shield has cured it can only be removed through abrasion like wet sanding. This puts Ceramic Pro in a category by itself, compared to sealants or waxes that degrade quickly.

Paint Protection
The glass shield protects the paint from UV aging and minor scratches.

Dirt Repellent
Water rolls off the surface and brings dirt and grime with it.

Interior Protection
The interior coating protects the interior from aging due to UV damage.

Rims
Brake dust and tar can be removed with a towel and water.
interior package

Keeps the interior clean
The coated surface will repel all liquid spills and stains.

Minimizes aging
UV protection helps to minimize aging of interior fabric

Makes old worn out plastic look new
Faded surfaces will get their luster back.

warranty

Ceramic Pro LLC warrant the vehicles exterior painted surface coated with Ceramic Pro 9H and Light from environmental induced contaminants such as; bird droppings, tar, tree sap, bug impacts and oxidation. Should this damage occur, and providing that all of the terms and conditions have been met, Ceramic Pro LLC will rectify the damage under the “Limit of Liability”.

310.344.3818
www.ceramicpro.com
gold exterior package
lifetime warranty

Permanent Paint Protection
Our Gold Package offers the best permanent exterior protection on your entire vehicle. Our nano glass shield will protect your car against:
- Light Scratches +++
- UV Rays
- Corrosion

Self-Cleaning properties for body and rims
Glass coating on exterior of the vehicle makes removal of tar, brake dust and build-ups a breeze!

extreme permanent gloss!

Keeps windshield dry
Ceramic Pro Rain beads water off windshields.

Description
- 4 layers of 9H Glass Shield
- 1 extra layer on exposed areas
- 1 layer of 9H on plastic and rims
- 1 layer of Rain on windshield and front side windows

silver exterior package
5 year warranty

Permanent Paint Protection
Our Silver Package offers an excellent permanent exterior protection on your entire vehicle. Our nano glass shield will protect your car against:
- Light Scratches ++
- UV Rays
- Corrosion

Self-Cleaning properties for body and rims
Glass coating on exterior of the vehicle makes removal of tar, brake dust and build-ups a breeze!

extreme permanent gloss!

Keeps windshield dry
Ceramic Pro Rain beads water off windshields.

Description
- 1 layer of 9H Glass Shield
- 1 layer of 9H on plastic and rims
- 1 layer of Rain on windshield and front side windows

bronze exterior package
2 year warranty

Paint Protection
Our Bronze Package offers a great exterior protection on your entire vehicle. Our Light coating will protect your car against:
- Light Scratches +
- UV Rays
- Corrosion

Self-Cleaning properties for body and rims
Glass coating on exterior of the vehicle makes removal of tar, brake dust and build-ups a breeze!

extreme gloss!

Keeps windshield dry
Ceramic Pro Rain beads water off windshields.

Description
- 1 layer of Light Glass coating
- 1 layer of Light on plastic and rims
- 1 layer of Rain on windshield and front side windows